Abstract-The 5Gperf project was conducted by Huawei research teams in 2016-17. It was concerned with the acceleration of signal-processing algorithms for a 5G base-station prototype. It improved on already optimized SIMD-parallel CPU algorithms and designed a new software tool for higher programmer productivity when converting MATLAB code to optimized C.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a leading vendor of wireless telecommunication systems, Huawei/CRI (Central Research Institute)'s Wireless Technology Lab is developing a 5G base-station prototype and has demonstrated its very high performance based on MIMO technology [1, 2, 3] . Base-station power consumption and throughput critically depends on the efficiency of the signalprocessing system. Its algorithms are designed by wireless signal experts, usually in MATLAB and then have to be converted to high-performance sequential C, a labor-intensive process of up to one man*month per new algorithm or pipeline module version. The 5Gperf project has been a collaboration with Huawei's CSI (Central Software Institute)'s Paris team for improving key algorithms and designing a software tool to improve human productivity in high-performance C codes. This paper summarizes the project and its results.
II. 5G BASE STATION PROTOTYPE
A new 5G base-station prototyped, built and tested. Its signal processing system is a pair of two algorithm pipelines for processing signal packets as shown in figure 1 . Each stage in the pipeline implements a specialized algorithm and the system throughput is limited by the speed of each one. It currently runs on a hardware configuration of five Huawei E9000 blade servers connected by Infiniband. One pipeline instance per CPU core is running in continuous mode.
Each algorithm has been carefully designed in MATLAB to maximize signal quality. It has then been converted to optimized sequential C code to become the compute kernel that implements the corresponding pipeline stage. This process is too labor-intensive and the results not always optimal because of the complex interplay between hardware architecture and relatively-small compute kernels. The 5Gperf project has scrutinized some performance-critical algorithms and provided a new software tool for improving the MATLAB-to-C conversion's productivity and code performance. Figure 2 illustrates one of the prototype field-tests [9] . The top-right image shows 26 cell-phone stands like the one in the bottom-right image. They were all connected to the antenna array shown in the top-left image. The antenna array is less than 1m wide. It features 4 x 8 x 2 = 64 transceivers operating over a radio frequency band of 100MHz. Turbo decoding has also been re-implemented, tested and given acceleration factors of 1.7 to 1.9 for its pipeline stage. The corresponding number of CPUs required for a parallel multi-stream execution of multiple instances of turbo decode has been reduced from 20 to 12, with similar energy savings.
IV. IMPROVING PROGRAMMER PRODUCTIVITY: A GENERIC TOOL
The 5Gperf project has also designed and implemented a new software tool called the optimizer so that programmers can convert performance-naive MATLAB code to optimized C in much less time and in a reliable fashion. It provides high programmer productivity, highest-possible performance for the predefined operations it applies and portability to ARM architectures through Numscale's bSIMD library [4, 5] . The optimizer's principle and design is summarized by figure 6 . The application developer in charge of the signal-processing pipeline's algorithms can transform a high-level algorithm description to optimized and portable C code by annotating critical portions of his code. Each such code segment corresponds to an algorithm building block available in the optimizer's database. The optimizer tool then replaces the annotations by the most efficient version of the building block on a given matrix size and target architecture. V. CONCLUSIONS Even highly optimized signal-processing code can be improved by moderate factors for such a critical application as 5G signal-processing. But the process is very work intensive, especially because the compute tasks are small and memory access is a limiting factor. So a special type of generic programming is needed. Programmer productivity should be multiplied and useful speedups (20% to 100% accelerations) can be obtained on all the signal-processing pipeline.
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